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ABSTRACT

In recent years, reinforcement learning has had significant successes in the domain
of robotics. However, most such successes have either been in robotic locomotion
domains or robotic manipulation settings such as pick-and-place, block-stacking,
and other quasi-static tasks, both of which lack a requirement of fine-grained ge-
ometric reasoning. In this work, we ask the following question: Given current
established methodologies in RL, can we obtain effective vision-based policies
that solve tasks requiring significant geometric reasoning, and how well do such
policies generalize? As a secondary question, we pursue our investigations under
the offline/batch RL setting. We study these questions in a simplified simulated
rendition of the “ABC Problem” proposed by Prof. Tenenbaum. In the ABC prob-
lem, in each episode an agent is initialized with two random objects to use as
its hands (A and B), and the objective is to lift a third randomly selected object
(C) from the ground. Due to the varying geometries of the sampled objects, a
trained agent must learn to reason about the most effective procedure for lifting
the objects. Our empirical results demonstrate that indeed, by training on a limited
subset of available objects, vision-based policies obtained through offline RL can
significantly improve upon the policies generating the offline datasets, and can
transfer to a diversity of objects outside the training distribution. Additionally,
we demonstrate that learned policies exhibit novel characteristics not seen in the
offline datasets, and we provide evidence that points towards investing efforts in
attention architectures for vision-based control policies. Videos can be found in
supplementary materials.

1 INTRODUCTION

From learning strong vision-based pick-and-place of diverse objects (Kalashnikov et al., 2018) to
sample-efficient learning of robust locomotion policies (Song et al., 2020), reinforcement learning
(RL) has resulted in many major advances in the field of robotics. In this work seek to understand
how well current established methodologies can be applied to robotics manipulation tasks charac-
terized by vision-based observations requiring highly dynamic policies and geometric reasoning.
Additionally, we seek to evaluate how well such policies generalize to unseen geometries. Inspired
by the “ABC Problem” proposed by Prof. Tenenbaum at RSS 2020, we design a simplified simulated
environment that enables us to study the above questions.

In the ABC problem, in each episode an agent is initialized with two random objects to use as its
hands (A and B), and the objective is to lift a third randomly selected object (C) from the ground.
Due to the varying geometries of the sampled objects, an agent must be able to reason about object
geometries in order to execute an effective procedure for lifting the objects. In contrast to most typi-
cally studied quasi-static robotic manipulation domains in the reinforcement learning literature (e.g.
block-stacking, Meta-World (Yu et al., 2020), etc.), the ABC challenge requires more agile policies
and significantly more fine-grained geometric reasoning. Indeed, while tasks such as opening door
and stacking blocks can be formulated to use low-level state information, in the ABC problem it is
a necessity to use higher dimensional structured input such as vision.

∗Work done while intern at Google
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(a) Training Tasks (b) Alphabet Subset Tasks (c) Diverse Characters Tasks

Figure 1: Samples of training and different evaluation tasks

2 SETUP

In it’s original form, the ABC problem introduces a number of orthogonal complexities to our main
questions of interest (geometric reasoning and generalization ability). Such complexities include,
partial observability due to occlusions in 3D physics, the need for teaching a robot to grasp the A and
B objects before using them for manipulation, and a very challenging RL exploration landscape1. In
this section we describe our setup which mitigates such additional complexities.

2.1 ENVIRONMENT & TASK SETUP

Figure 1 presents visualizations of our training and evaluation task setups. In each image, the green
object is object A, the red object is B, and the blue object is the one to pick up, C. In order to easily
generate a wide diversity of geometries, we decided to use numbers and characters as to obtain a
wide distribution of meshes. To remove partial observability, we restrict all objects to only move
and rotate along the x − z axis. And to remove the need for learning grasping policies, agents are
enabled to directly actuate objects A and B. The white bars represent the boundaries of the working
space (i.e. the center of the objects cannot move outside this region), and the magenta bar represents
the height above which the C object must be lifted to be considered a successful lift.

The training tasks – the tasks on which the offline dataset (discussed below) is generated and the
agents are trained on – use meshes sampled from numbers 0-9 at a fixed scale (Figure 1a). The
Alphabet Subset evaluation tasks sample meshes from capital letters A-P that are randomly scaled
(Figure 1b), and the Diverse Characters evaluation tasks sample meshes from the entire alphabet
(captial and lower case) as well as numbers and characters such as @,#,$,̂,&,(,),{,},[,],* that are all
randomly scaled (Figure 1c). This enables us to evaluate generalization at varying levels of difficulty.
Our environments are implemented in Mujoco(Todorov et al., 2012), and we plan to release these
domains for open-source usage.

2.2 OVERCOMING EXPLORATION WITH OFFLINE RL

To overcome the challenge of exploration, we perform our investigations under the offline RL set-
ting (Levine et al., 2020). We use MPPI (Williams et al., 2017) – a model-based control method
which uses access to the simulator – and reward-shaping to generate offline datasets. In short, at a
given state, MPPI proceeds by sampling N sets of action sequences {(ai0, ..., ait)}Ni=1 from an initial
distribution, executing each sequence from the current state, computing their respective returns, and
using the returns to re-weight the samples and obtain a new sampling distribution. This process is
repeated for a number of iterations. With simple reward shaping2, MPPI can solve the problem with
non-neglible success rate. After finding some initial reasonable parameters for MPPI, we only mod-

1By smoother exploration landscapes, we mean that simpler heuristics such as random actions and boltz-
mann exploration can result in sufficient exploratory behavior

2The shaped reward is the negative distance of A and B from C plus the height of object C
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Setting Numbers (Train Domain) Scaled Alphabet Subset Scaled Diverse Characters
Data MPPI 16 0.51 -17.03 — —
Data MPPI 128 0.81 12.88 — —
BC MPPI 16 0.08 -35.76 0.03 -37.29 0.02 -39.91
BC MPPI 128 0.24 -31.25 0.10 -35.57 0.06 -38.95
BC MPPI 16+128 0.11 -34.92 0.05 -36.87 0.03 -39.62
CQL MPPI 16 0.76 -3.45 0.64 -13.85 0.52 -22.90
CQL MPPI 128 0.72 -9.92 0.55 -18.13 0.43 -26.56
CQL MPPI 16+128 0.71 -9.35 0.59 -17.89 0.49 -25.32
CQL MPPI 16 (No-Crop) 0.12 -36.15 0.12 -35.98 0.08 -38.85
CQL MPPI 16 (Bin Rews) 0.76 -3.32 0.65 -13.21 0.50 -23.36

Table 1: Evaluation results: To evaluate each setting, we trained policies with 2 random seeds
for each hyperparameter setting, chose the best hyperparameter, and evaluated the 2 corresponding
policies on 2000 sampled tasks. We are reporting the average success rate and average return value
for each setting (returns computed under the “C height reward”). BC: Behavioral Cloning, No-Crop:
Setting where image observation is uncropped, Bin Rews: Setting where reward is 0-1 for whether
the height of object C is above the magenta line.

ified N for obtaining offline datasets of varying quality. We plan to release our generated datasets
for open-source usage.

2.3 METHOD

As our RL training algorithm, we use Conservative Q-Learning (CQL) (Kumar et al., 2020), a state-
of-the-art method for offline RL. To handle vision-based inputs, we use a small Resnet model(He
et al., 2016) that is shared across the policy and the Q-functions. The policy and Q-functions each
apply separate additional convolution and fully connected layers on top of the Resnet output. Some
additional low-level state information such as position and rotation of the objects are also provided
to the models. We have validated that by solely using this low-level information the tasks are un-
solvable by CQL. In our experience, training policies using only image information and no low-level
state information results in similar performance as when using the low-level state. In all experiments,
the images had dimension 64x64 and the images from past 3 frames were stacked across the channel
axis to allow the extraction of temporal information such as velocity.

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 CHOICE OF REWARD FUNCTION AND TYPE OF IMAGE OBSERVATION

We begin by evaluating important choices of reward function and the type of image observation
used. We evaluate these choices on an offline dataset of 1 million timesteps generated using MPPI
with 16 samples (N = 16). For rewards, we compare using the height of object C as the reward,
versus, using a 0-1 indicator reward for whether object C is above the magenta line. Table 1 shows
that the choice between these two rewards results in no noticeable difference (CQL MPPI 16 vs.
CQL MPPI 16 (Bin Rews)).

For the choice of image observations, intuitively we can see that most regions of the images are unin-
formative to the task. For this reason we were interested in whether incorporating attention(Vaswani
et al., 2017) would be valuable. To avoid the computational overhead of using attention architec-
tures for the visual domain and for a more direct comparison to the baseline, as a proxy, we decided
to crop the image observations to a tight bounding box around the three objects. Table 1 demon-
strates the very significant effect that this choice has (CQL MPPI 16 vs. CQL MPPI 16 (No-Crop))3.
This finding provides significant motivation for investing in attention-based architectures or other
effective proxies towards vision-based control.

3In experiments not included in this work, we also trained with non-cropped image observations of size
128x128, however cropped observations of size 64x64 resulted in better policies.
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Method First 30 Steps Last 30 Steps Full Trajectory
CQL on MPPI 16 Data 12.46 ± 6.68 10.39 ± 7.69 34.98 ± 19.40

MPPI 16 Data 3.96 ± 3.07 4.95 ± 4.12 10.86 ± 8.08
MPPI 128 Data 5.56 ± 4.86 4.79 ± 3.93 10.57 ± 7.98

Table 2: Average amount of rotation action done by hand A in different time-slices of the trajectory.
For a given trajectory, the amount of rotation is calculated as |

∑t1
t0
rot(A)|, where (t0, t1) mark the

beginning and end of the timeslice and rot(A) is the amount of rotation action. Since the rotation
can be positive of negative, this evaluates the consistency of rotation in a particular direction.

Moving forward, for all experiments we use the height of object C as the reward, and cropped images
for the observations.

3.2 GENERALIZATION

In this section we evaluate the generalization abilities of the learned policies. We train policies under
3 types of offline datasets: 1) 1 million timesteps of MPPI with N = 16, 2) 1 million timesteps of
MPPI with N = 128, and 3) the combination of the prior two datasets. Our empirical results are
shown in Table 1.

The evaluation results on the training domain demonstrate that while technically MPPI 128 is a
significantly better policy than MPPI 16, perhaps paradoxically, training offline RL policies with
MPPI results in better policies (CQL MPPI 16 vs. CQL MPPI 128). Evaluating on the unseen
meshes, first we observe that trained policies transfer intriguing well to very different meshes of very
different scales. Second, we observe that MPPI 16 trained policies generalize better as well and that
the gap between them and the MPPI 128 trained policies widens.

We believe that this gap is due to MPPI being applied in a noise-free simulated domain, and due
to its access to an exact model; as the number of samples in MPPI (N ) increases, it can exploit the
simulation better and exhibit bespoke behaviors for the meshes at hand and the specific situation.
As a result, these behaviors are harder to learn and do not transfer well to new meshes.

3.3 EMERGENT BEHAVIOR

Visualizing the MPPI trajectories, we observe the policies exhibiting a general “hug-and-lift” be-
havior, particularly when N = 16. We were interested in whether the offline RL regime had learned
novel types of behavior from this data. Visualizing the learned policies – reliably across random
seeds – we observe the following behavior: 1) objects A and B move to either side of object C, 2)
they both then rotate in opposite directions until object C lifts from the ground by a small amount,
3) they then push into C and lift it in the air, 4) once in the air, they rotate until object C is in a more
stable position in their “grip” and they try to maintain it in the air.

To provide quantitative results for this qualitative behavior, we log the average amount of rotation
action done by object A in the first 30 timesteps, last 30 timesteps, and the full trajectory. Table 2
clearly supports our qualitative observation. Interestingly, this also demonstrates that although MPPI
128 has a similar (but a bit higher) success rate than CQL with MPPI 16 data, they are accomplishing
this success rate through very different means.
4 DISCUSSION

In this work, we sought to study the efficacy of RL for vision-based manipulation problems requir-
ing geometric reasoning. To this end we designed a simplified rendition of the “ABC Problem”. Our
empirical investigations demonstrated that using offline RL we were able to obtain policies that ex-
hibited novel behaviors and generalized to a wide range of unseen objects. Additionally, our results
presented a significant motivation for investing in attention architectures for visual manipulation.
However, a number of questions remain unanswered. First, although it is clear that geometric rea-
soning is required to solve our tasks, it is less clear the extent to which they test this ability, since at
least in simulation, a general hug-and-lift behavior can be very successful. How can we improve our
task setup? Second, analyzing the videos, we see that obtained policies are not very good at main-
taining object in the air. Where does this problem stem from, hardness of the tasks or limit of the
offline data? Lastly, how can other modalities such as touch be levergaged for geometric reasoning?
For example, could they help guide visual attention?
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